MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
FEES: For my fees regarding medical malpractice cases please click on the following
link to see the fee table. Fees range from 30.0% to 40.0%. The range of fees is
dependent upon the amount of work that must be done, in other words the fees vary
depending upon whether your case settles, goes to arbitration or proceeds to a trial, but
NEVER more than 40.0% for cases that require jury trials or bench trials (trials by
Judge). As always there is no fee or costs if there is no recovery. Also, there is never a
fee or charge for consultations.
http://thefeinbergfirm.com/pdf/fees.pdf

Medical malpractice most often results in horrific injuries including the loss of life and
the ability to enjoy life. When we go to our doctors and hospitals we entrust our lives to
those physicians and institutions. When they fail us we are left to pick up the pieces.
Malpractice can occur in a myriad of situations: The failure to timely diagnose diseases
such as cancer or infections; The performance of unnecessary surgery; The failure to
properly recognize surgical complications; The negligent performance of surgical
procedures; The failure to recognize or take heed of warning signs such as in the
delivery of newborns, to the monitoring of monitors during surgical procedures resulting
in bleeding or loss of oxygen. The results of these failures can range from permanent
debilitations, brain damage, paralysis to death. If you think you or a loved one has been
the victim of negligent medical care, please call me to discuss what happened. I have a
physician network to investigate any potential claim. There is never a fee for
consultation or my investigation into your potential claim. While medical malpractice
litigation can never reverse what happened, it can provide the means to help a victim
better cope with the future and to try to prevent future mistakes so others do not have to
suffer as you have.
ALWAYS FEEL FREE TO CALL ME (DONALD FEINBERG) WORK: 215-558-2567
ext. 101
(Calls are linked to my cell phone during non-business hours. Please call
anytime. Your concerns are important to me.)

